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Abstract— Wireless mesh networking is an exciting new technology that
has applications in defence, metro-area Internet access, and transient networks (e.g: disaster recovery, conventions). In this paper, we describe the
design and implementation of a self-configuring, secure infrastructure mesh
network architecture, called MeshCluster, composed using multi-radio network nodes. A subset of radio interfaces on these nodes are used for providing network access to end-devices whereas other radio interface are used for
relaying packets to nearest Internet gateway. We identify four key design
problems: (1) auto-configuration of MeshCluster nodes and relay infrastructure, (2) single and multipath routing in the relay infrastructure using
routing metrics, (3) load balancing in the relay infrastructure, and (4) support for end-device mobility across access interfaces of mesh network. For
each of these problems, we describe in detail our design, prototype implementation, and performance results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the world of ubiquitous mobile wireless networks that is
taking shape, wireless mesh networks are emerging as a significant new technology. Their promise of rapid deployability
and reconfigurability makes them suitable for important applications such as disaster recovery, homeland security, transient
networks in convention centers, hard-to-wire buildings such as
museums, unfriendly terrains, and rural areas with high costs
of network deployment. They can provide large coverage area,
reduce “dead-zones” in wireless coverage, lower costs of backhaul connections for base-stations, and improve aggregate 3G,
802.11 cell throughput and help reduce end-user battery life.
We distinguish two kinds of mesh networks: (a) Client-mesh
networks [35], [41], [52] wherein end-devices (such as PDAs,
laptops) participate in packet forwarding. These networks are
infrastructure less in the sense, operation of client-mesh is not
managed and monitored by a service provider. They are useful
for opportunistic[41] or predictable store-and-forward message
transport [52]. Alternately, when used only for packet forwarding for multi-radio clients (for example, with 3G and 802.11
interfaces), they improve coverage and data rates for wide area
cellular service [35]. (b) Infrastructure-mesh networks wherein
the end-devices do not participate in the packet relay and the
multi-radio relay nodes are part of the network infrastructure.
This paper primarily focuses on this kind of mesh networks.
Research Contributions We describe design and implementation of a self-configuring, secure infrastructure mesh network
architecture, called MeshCluster, composed using multi-radio
network nodes. A subset of radio interfaces on the relay nodes
are used for providing network access to end-devices whereas

other radio interface are used for relaying packets to nearest internet gateway. We identify and solve four key design problems:
(1) auto-configuration of MeshCluster nodes and relay infrastructure, (2) single and multipath routing in the relay infrastructure using routing metrics, (3) load balancing in the relay infrastructure to make best use of the channel capacity, interfaces of
mesh network. For each of these problems, we present in detail
our design, prototype implementation and performance results.
A. Outline of the Paper
Section II describes in detail our MeshClusters reference architecture and provides overview of the four design problems
we address. Section III describes our secure auto-configuration
scheme. Section IV describes design of the routing architecture
and packet forwarding components of MeshCluster. Specifically, we present a new AODV based routing scheme called
AODV-ST that optimizes the common case traffic flow from
relays to gateway. We describe our load balancing solution in
Section V. In Section VI we describe design of three different
schemes for supporting end-device mobility. Section VII describes our prototype implementation of the MeshCluster and
Section VIII presents various performance results. We review
related work in Section IX. Finally, Section X presents our conclusions and on-going work.
II. MeshClusters R EFERENCE A RCHITECTURE
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Fig. 1. MeshCluster: reference architecture

The MeshCluster architecture illustrated in Figure 1 consists of two new network elements: the relay and the gateway
nodes. The relay elements are multi-radio systems that support two kinds of wireless network interfaces: access and relay,
whereas gateway elements support: relay and Internet back-haul
(up-link) interfaces. The end-user Mobile Nodes (MNs) access
network using the access interfaces. The relay interfaces are
used to construct a self-configuring, secure, managed, poweradaptive packet forwarding backbone between the relay and
gateway nodes. The access links can be based on 3G (e.g:[13])
or 802.11[12] standards, whereas the relay links can be based
on 802.16 or 802.11.
The gateways are connected to the Internet via wired (Ethernet) or wireless (1xRTT, EV-DO, 802.16) up-links. The placement of relays and gateway nodes depends on the deployment
scenario. For example, in case of municipal metro area network
aimed at providing broadband access to end-users, relays can be
mounted on poles and the gateway nodes may be located in data
centers in one of the downtown buildings. The in-building mesh
networks such as enterprise buildings, convention centers, museums may follow similar structured placement. In both these
scenarios, relay nodes will be stationary. On the other hand, in
applications where transient networks are created such as disaster recovery, outdoor events, relays may be placed arbitrarily
and may be quasi-stationary. In some cases such as defence applications, where soldiers in vehicles use relays to communicate
to their command-and-control via a remote gateway node, relay
mobility may be significant. In our work, we do not account for
this scenario.
A MeshCluster-Manager entity, optionally co-located with
the gateways, implements management and monitoring functions such as power level and frequency assignment for access
and relay links, load-balancing in the relay cluster, and mobility
and authentication support.
Design Problems: We consider following design problems in
the context of MeshCluster architecture with 802.11 based relay network and present our solutions: (1) Robust, secure autoconfiguration and associated protocol, (2) Packet routing and
forwarding in the relay cluster that adapts to failures and network conditions such as load and interference and optimizes
common-case traffic, (3) load balancing in the relay infrastructure, and (4) Seamless end-user mobility across the relay nodes.
Due to space constraints we do not consider the problem of
designing interference-aware schemes to assign channels to relay and access interfaces. Our solution for this challenging problem can be found in our paper [45].

the zero-configuration address space 169.254.*.* and joins the
IP based relay infrastructure. The 16 bits of the selected address
can be computed using a truncated hash of the MAC address and
time-of-the-day string. Since hash is likely to be unique, probability of the event of multiple nodes booting simultaneously
picking the same address is significantly low.
The relay node then listens for the gateway advertisements,
periodically received and rebroadcast by the relays already part
of the MeshCluster. These advertisements contain gateway capability information such as Internet back-haul link speeds, relay capacity, best path available through the relay that rebroadcast the gateway advertisements etc. The agent begins a configuration session with one or more gateways selected based on
certain criteria, for example closest gateway — gateway which
can be reached by a shortest hop-count path or based on capabilities such as capacity – least loaded gateway or high capacity
gateway.
The auto-configuration protocol supports optional authentication phase in which the agent performs mutual authentication
to the gateway using security credentials such as digital certificates or symmetric key stored in relay in tamperproof hardware. The authentication protocol resembles IEEE 802.11i [14]
with the key difference that Extensible Authentication Protocol
(EAP) packets are IP-encapsulated instead of Ethernet encapsulation. Any of EAP schemes that support mutual authentication
and dynamic session security key derivation such as EAP-TLS,
EAP-SIM, EAP-AKA may be employed. Using the derived session keys all packet flow between the relay and gateway can
be encrypted. Also, note that we don’t focus on the security
of the routing protocol in the relay network. We argue that if
each relay node is authenticated to the gateway, a common dynamic group key can be securely distributed and used to protect
routing protocol messages. Clearly, to achieve this, relay network may operate two ESSIDs, one (e.g: Join Mesh) for traffic during authenticate-and-join phase and other (e.g: Authenticated Mesh) for post authentication phase.
The relay agent conveys its capabilities such as number and
type of radio interfaces and its observed environment such as
visible neighbors in different frequency ranges, observed interference etc. which may be useful to the gateway for frequency
assignment. The gateway conveys configuration parameters to
the relay such as ESSID for access, frequencies used on relay
and access interfaces, power levels to use, mobility method to
use, addressing schemes, and any path-specific information. After the configuration session is complete, the zeroconf address is
relinquished but the security parameters for the session may be
preserved for future reconfigurations.

III. S ECURE AUTO - CONFIGURATION
MeshClusters uses a secure registration and auto-configuration
protocol to register with the MeshCluster-Manager. This protocol operates at the IP layer and employs well known ideas in the
work of the ZeroConf working group [11] and security protocols.
Each relay runs a auto-configuration agent initialized at the
boot time. This agent uses one or more of the relay interfaces to
listen to ESSID broadcasts for all ad hoc networks operating in
its area. For each ESSID, the agent first joins the ad hoc network
using the BSSID broadcast. It then picks an IP address from

IV. M ESH C LUSTER ROUTING A RCHITECTURE
We considered various design options detailed in the following:
• Layer-2 vs. Layer-3 Routing: Should the mesh routing solution operate at layer 2 or layer 3? Conceivably, the relay network could employ layer-2 Ethernet bridging and its associated
802.3d spanning tree based forwarding. In this case, the access
cloud of all relays appear as a big layer-2 network at the gateway
nodes. This has the advantage that no access and relay subnet
management is required and layer-3 mobility is rather easy to

support. However, such virtualization comes with the cost of
transporting the entire layer-2 packet originating in the access
networks to the gateway nodes and a complex virtualizing Ethernet layer. Also, naive use of protocols such as DHCP, ARP,
RARP that employ layer-2 broadcast can result in bandwidth
wastage in the relays.
On the contrary, a layer 3 solution does not suffer from these
drawbacks and also, operates effectively across the different
physical layer technologies that may be used in a heterogenous
mesh network deployment. This requirement is especially important with the rapid innovation in physical layer technologies
and the increasing availability of them in the market.
• Leveraging existing Layer-3 wireline routing protocols: Can
we leverage existing wireline routing protocols such as OSPF
or RIP for routing within the mesh network? Such an approach
if adopted would take advantage of extensively tested and optimized wireline protocols for routing within the mesh. Furthermore, the task of network management would be greatly simplified because of the easy availability of tools that manage and
monitor wireline protocols. However, wireline routing protocols
oftentimes result in relays exchanging a high volume of periodic
control messages, which can be a significant traffic overhead in
bandwidth constrained wireless mesh networks. Furthermore,
wireline routing protocols typically assume that the relays are
static. This assumption fails to hold in a wireless mesh network
where relays can be mobile. Wireline protocols can therefore be
inefficient in handling network mobility
• Optimizing for common-case traffic: In most deployment scenarios of mesh networks, a significant portion of traffic in the
relay network is due to end-user access to services such as web
servers, VPN gateways, database and file servers in the wired infrastructure such as the Internet or enterprise networks. The data
traffic, such as VOIP, multimedia flows, between end devices in
access clouds of two different relays will be a small fraction of
the total traffic. As such optimizing routing to efficiently support forwarding of the common case i.e. the gateway destined
traffic can improve performance of the relay infrastructure.
• Using existing ad hoc routing protocols: Finally, we considered using existing ad hoc routing solutions, such as
AODV [44], DSR [29], and OLSR [20] for routing within the
mesh. These protocols inherently support network mobility and
are designed to be low-overhead in their operation. These features makes them attractive for use in wireless mesh networks.
OLSR is a link state routing protocol, analogous to OSPF and
relies on knowledge of complete topology information at all
nodes. It is quite efficient if the traffic is distributed equally
likely between any two pairs of nodes which is in contrast to our
common case traffic argument. As such OLSR overhead and capability may be a overkill. On the contrary, AODV is a simple,
low-overhead, reactive routing protocol that is standardized in
IETF and has public domain robust implementations [33], [10],
[9]. Therefore, we use AODV as a base MeshCluster routing
protocol. One can conceivably design a hybrid protocol that
reacts to traffic pattern and switches from a AODV based protocol to a OLSR-based protocol in the event traffic distribution
becomes more uniform. We do not consider this mode of operation.

A. Design of AODV-ST
We argue that use of AODV “as-is” leads to a poor mesh routing solution due to following operational deficiencies:
1. AODV lacks support for high throughput routing metrics:
AODV is designed to support the shortest hop count metric.
This metric favors long, low-bandwidth links over short, highbandwidth links. Furthermore, AODV computes the metric using a broadcast discovery mechanism. Broadcast packets are
typically sent at the lowest data rate and hence the propagation characteristics of higher data rate unicast packets cannot
be accurately predicted using broadcast packets [34]. Because
of these reasons, AODV can select routes with poor end-to-end
throughput [22].
2. AODV lacks an efficient route maintenance technique: A
route discovered with AODV may no longer be the optimal route
further along in time. This situation can arise because of network congestion or the fluctuating characteristics of wireless
links. AODV lacks a provision to re-discover the new optimal route. Several proposed techniques [40], [36] overcome this
drawback by discovering multiple routes to a destination. These
routes are then individually monitored for their path characteristics. In a large-scale wireless mesh network, the number of
paths monitored by the relays can potentially be very large and
can result in high control-traffic overhead.
3. AODV route discovery latency is high: AODV is a reactive
routing protocol. This means that AODV does not discover a
route until a flow is initiated. This route discovery latency can
be high in large-scale mesh networks.
4. Large routing table sizes: AODV is designed for classic ad
hoc networks where traffic flows are between nodes or node
clusters rather than between nodes and Internet hosts. So simplistic reuse of AODV implementations result in routing table
entries at relay nodes for all Internet hosts accessed by end devices in the access clouds. As such the routing tables can become unnecessarily large. AODV must be augmented with appropriate tunneling mechanisms to optimize routing table size
for common case traffic.
Our enhanced AODV-Spanning Tree (AODV-ST) protocol
eliminates above limitations as follows: First, it supports high
throughput metrics, such as ETX [21] and ETT [24]. Our current
implementation supports the ETT metric [24] although other
metrics can be easily supported. Second, it proactively maintains of spanning trees whose roots are the gateways in the
mesh network to significantly reduce route discovery latency
and achieve lightweight, soft state route maintenance. Last, it
employs IP-in-IP tunnels to reduce the routing table at relays to
sum total of number of relays and access subnets.
Figure 2 illustrates the concept of AODV-ST spanning tree for
a sample network of seven relays and two gateways. Each relay
in the network lies on two spanning trees ST-1 (shown by solid
lines) and ST-2 (shown by dashed lines). The gateways initiate
the creation of the spanning trees by emanating periodic control
messages that are selectively broadcasted in the network. Each
spanning tree is created such that a relay node on a tree lies on
the optimal path to the gateway corresponding to that tree. The
route maintenance overhead is kept to a minimum because the
paths to all relays on the spanning trees are proactively maintained. Furthermore, the route discovery latency is eliminated

Fig. 3. Duplicate route request is rebroadcasted if it is received on a better path.

C. The AODV-ST Routing Protocol
Fig. 2. Gateway specific spanning trees.

as each relay in the network is aware of an optimal path to its
default gateway. A relay chooses the gateway with which it can
achieve the highest capacity (as determined by the routing metric) as its default gateway.
For relay-to-relay communication, AODV-ST relies on the
reactive route discovery strategy utilized in AODV. Conceptually, AODV-ST is a hybrid routing protocol: it uses a proactive strategy to discover routes between commonly used endpoints (relay-to-gateway) and uses a reactive strategy for routes
between less-commonly used end-points (relay-to-relay).
In the following, we first provide a brief overview of AODV
and and then discuss the specifics of protocol operation.

B. AODV Overview
AODV is an on-demand ad hoc routing protocol[44]. For
neighbor detection, AODV can use either broadcast HELLOs
or link layer feedback. Route discovery is based on a <route
request, route reply> cycle. Route discovery begins with a
broadcast Route Request (RREQ) message containing the destination address for the requested route and a RREQ sequence
number that guarantees loop-free operation. As the RREQ is
propagated throughout the network, each intermediate node creates a reverse route entry towards the originator (source) of the
RREQ. An intermediate node forwards only the first RREQ it
receives from the originator. If the destination-only flag is set
in the RREQ message, only the destination is allowed to issue a
Route Reply (RREP). If the destination-only flag is not set in the
RREQ, an intermediate node is allowed to issue an RREP provided it has an active route towards the destination. The RREP
message is unicast towards the source along the reverse route
setup during RREQ propagation. As the RREP is propagated,
intermediate nodes on the reverse route create a forward route
entry for the destination node in their respective route tables.
When an active route breaks, the node in the route that detects
the break has the option of doing a local repair by finding another route towards the destination, or sending a Route Error
(RERR) message towards the source to notify it of the break.

In AODV-ST, the gateways periodically broadcast RREQ
messages to initiate the creation of spanning trees. Before a
RREQ is broadcasted, a gateway sets the destination-only flag
in the RREQ and sets the RREQ destination address to the
network-wide broadcast address. These settings differentiate
normal route discovery RREQs from the RREQs for spanning
tree creation. A RREQ also contains a metric field which is set
to zero by the gateway. When an intermediate relay receives an
RREQ, it checks if the RREQ is a gateway-initiated RREQ. If
the condition is satisfied, it creates a reverse route to the gateway provided the RREQ is received on the best known path to
the gateway. The relay can make this determination because of
the metric field contained in the RREQ. This field is updated
by each intermediate relay to represent the characteristics of the
path it has traversed. The specific handling of the field at each
relay is dependent on the path metric being used. To simplify
the explanation, we postpone the discussion on metric handling
to the next subsection. Once a relay creates a reverse route entry
for the gateway, it sends a gratuitous RREP back to that gateway. This gratuitous RREP also has a metric field that is set to
zero initially. The field is updated at every intermediate relay
on the path to the gateway. When an intermediate relay receives
the gratuitous RREP, it creates a forward route to the originating
relay. It updates the path metric to the originating relay with the
metric value contained in the gratuitous RREP.
A relay re-broadcasts a gateway initiated RREQ only if the
path traversed by the RREQ is the best known path to the relay.
Note that an intermediate relay does not wait until it receives
all RREQs before picking the best one to rebroadcast. This is
required to reduce the route discovery latency. This would mean
that an upstream relay could receive a duplicate RREQ from
the same downstream relay if the duplicate RREQ represents
a better reverse path. This mode of operation is illustrated in
Figure 3. Relay D in the figure receives two RREQs from the
gateway G that traverse two different paths a and b where a is
better than b. Assume that the RREQa is slightly delayed with
respect to RREQb . When D receives RREQb , it rebroadcasts it
as it arrived on the first path known to it. However, when the
delayed RREQa is received, D rebroadcasts it because it arrived
on the better path. Relay U therefore receives two duplicate
RREQs from D.
As the RREQ is broadcasted hop-by-hop throughout the mesh
network, the spanning tree is implicitly formed through the cre-

ation of reverse routes to the gateway at the relays. The time
interval between successive gateway-initiated RREQs is set to
ten seconds in our implementation. We empirically determined
this interval to be a good setting. Each relay on receiving the
successive RREQs updates its reverse routes based on the metric field contained in them.
For relay-to-relay communication, a relay node initiates a
RREQ with the destination flag set and the destination address
set to the address of the node to be reached. The destination flag
is set because the most up-to-date path information is required
at the source during path selection. The handling of the RREQs
at the intermediate nodes is similar to the procedure described
above.
D. Routing Metric Support in AODV-ST
A routing metric used with AODV-ST must satisfy two requirements: First, the metric must increase in value with increasing hopcount. This is required to prevent loop-free path
selection. Second, it must be a bi-directional metric, i.e., the
metric must give equal weightage to a path’s performance in the
forward and reverse directions. This is necessary for two reasons. First, TCP flows are bi-directional in nature. Therefore,
both directions of a path must be considered during route selection. Second, AODV-ST creates a reverse route to a gateway
upon receiving a RREQ that traverses in the forward direction
from the gateway to the relays. Therefore, the metric must represent a path’s performance in both directions, otherwise AODVST can select uni-directional paths.
Our current implementation of AODV-ST supports the Expected Transmission Time (ETT) metric [24]. ETT is a measure
of the expected time needed to successfully transmit a packet
of a fixed length, s, on a link. It yields high throughput paths
because it selects a path with the least delay.
ETT is given as (etx ∗ s/b) where etx is the expected number of transmissions necessary to send a packet on the link [21];
s is the size of the packet (set to 1024 bytes in our implementation); and b is the bandwidth of the link. etx is computed by
issuing periodic broadcast probe messages (sent every second in
our implementation) in the forward and reverse directions and
by measuring the corresponding forward delivery ratio (df ) and
the reverse delivery ratio (dr ) for a predetermined time interval.
This time interval is set to ten seconds in our implementation.
The etx for the link is then given as etx = 1/(df ∗ dr ). The
link bandwidth, b, is determined using feedback from the radio
driver. We modified the hostap driver [2] used in our implementation to support the feedback of the link date rate every second.
The driver computes per-second link data rates by averaging the
data rates of packets that traverse a link in the one second intervals. Where a driver does not provide rate feedback, we rely
on packet-pair probing [32] to estimate bandwidth. In our implementation of this technique, a pair of packets, one small (134
bytes) and the other large (1200 bytes), are sent back-to-back
every minute for ten minutes in both directions of the link. As
soon as the smaller size packet is received, a timer is started to
measure the delay incurred in receiving the larger packet. We
choose the minimum of ten delay samples to estimate the link
bandwidth. The link bandwidth then is simply the ratio of packet
size and minimum delay. We use the minimum delay sample to

reduce any adverse impact queuing delays have on the transmission of the packet pairs.
The ETT metric, however, is not an optimal choice in a multiradio wireless mesh network because it does not consider the
frequency diversification of a path during path selection [24].
This can lead to sub-optimal routing in our current implementation. We are exploring various techniques to enhance the ETT
metric to account for frequency diversification. One possible
approach is to use the Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Time (WCETT) metric [24]. WCETT requires knowledge about each link in the path, such as the link’s delay and
its assigned frequency. This requirement can be easily satisfied by using a link-state routing protocol such as OLSR [20] or
OSPF [37]. On the other hand, AODV-ST is a distance-vector
routing protocol in which link-level information is not disseminated by design. This complicates the support of WCETT in
AODV-ST. As future work, we plan to incorporate in AODV-ST
a simple, low-overhead scheme to accumulate link-level information so that a metric like WCETT can be easily supported.
We are currently evaluating a link-level accumulation scheme
similar to the one used by AODV-bis [43].
V. M ESH C LUSTER L OAD BALANCING
A. Load Balancing Defined
Load balancing is a desirable feature to have in a wireless
mesh deployment. It reduces congestion in the network, increases network throughput, and prevents service disruption in
case of failure. Load balancing in wireless mesh networks can
be defined in the following two ways:
• Path load balancing: Path load balancing can improve network performance and reliability by distributing traffic among
a set of diverse paths. There are proposals to achieve path load
balancing in wireline networks [31], [19] and multi-hop wireless
networks [38]. Pearlman et. al. [42] show that path load balancing provides negligible performance improvement in wireless multi-hop networks because of route coupling of candidate
paths between common endpoints. Route coupling is a result
of the geographic proximity of the candidate paths. This can
lead to self-interference between those paths and can therefore
adversely impact performance.
• Gateway load balancing: In this interpretation of load balancing, traffic is distributed among a set of gateways in the wireless mesh network, i.e., one of several gateways is chosen as the
egress point for flows originating from the network. We believe
that the performance improvement with gateway load balancing will be greater than with path load balancing because route
coupling of paths to different gateways from an endpoint in the
mesh is expected to be less in a well-planned deployment. For
this reason, the MeshCluster architecture supports gateway load
balancing. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work
on gateway load balancing for wireless mesh networks.
B. Gateway Load Balancing Protocol
This subsection provides an overview of the gateway load balancing solution supported by the MeshCluster architecture.
An access relay (relay that is also an access point) lies on the
spanning trees corresponding to the gateways in the network.

The spanning tree formation is described in Section IV. The
access relay then selects one of the discovered gateways as its
default gateway. The default gateway is the one with which
the relay can achieve the highest capacity (as determined by the
routing metric). The access relay typically uses the default gateway as the egress point for all the flows initiated by it.
Each access relay in the network also monitors the quality of
the best path to each of its gateways. The best path is simply
the path on the spanning tree computed for that gateway. As
described in Section IV, all paths on a spanning tree created for
a gateway represent the optimum paths (in terms of the routing
metric) from the gateway to the relays on that tree. The path
quality is monitored using a simple round trip time (RTT) probing tool. The tool reports RTT values for each of the gateways
in the network. The gateway with the least-delay is designated
as the least-loaded gateway. In an unloaded wireless mesh network, the default gateway will typically be the least-loaded gateway. Note that this is only true when the routing metric used to
compute the spanning metrics is a delay metric. When an access relay detects that its least-loaded gateway and its default
gateway are different, it infers that there is congestion in the
network on the path leading to its default gateway. In this case,
all the new flows initiated by the relay utilize the least-loaded
gateway as their egress point.
The relay does not migrate any of its existing flows to the
least-loaded gateway. This is required in any MeshCluster deployment that does network address translation (NAT) at the
gateways, otherwise flow migration can result in the disruption
of flows unless the per-flow state at the network address translators (NATs) is also migrated. We note that the migration of
per-flow state across NATs is a non-trivial problem to solve.
Therefore, we mandate that the migration of existing flows be
avoided. This requirement can be relaxed if the mesh relays are
assigned globally routable addresses in which case network address translation would not be required at the egress points.
The migration of flows to the least-loaded gateway can result
in route-flapping. Route-flapping occurs when several flows migrate to a least-loaded gateway and this results in the previously
used gateway becoming unloaded. The relays detect the change
in status and start utilizing the original gateway as the egress
point. The switch now results in the second gateway becoming
unloaded. Route-flapping can prevent both egress points from
being used equally and can also result in frequent packet reordering. This problem of route-flapping is more likely to occur
when existing flows in the network are also allowed to migrate
across gateways. We are currently investigating a gateway arbitration protocol to alleviate the route flapping problem. Our
preliminary idea is to place an arbitration manager at each gateway in the network. Agents situated at the access relay contact
the arbitration manager before switching flows. Because the arbitration manager is aware of flow migration requests, it can intelligently migrate flows in order to mitigate route-flapping.
VI. M OBILITY S UPPORT
It is essential to support seamless mobility of users within the
mesh network. There are several mobility mechanisms that can
be employed, such as, mobile IP [25], simple DHCP based mobility, and Mobile NAT [18]. We describe these three in detail.
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Mobile-IP (MIP) [25] has been standardized for Internet scale
mobility for end-hosts. We can easily employ the same solution for domain mobility in the context of mesh networks (Figure 4). In this case, the MIP Home Agent (HA) is co-located
with the gateway nodes whereas the MIP Foreign Agent (FA)
functionality is instantiated in the access network in each relay element. The enduser device (MN) is assigned a home IP
address (HADDR), statically during configuration, or using dynamic home address assignment. The MN detects a change in
layer-2 association by monitoring the MAC address of the access points in the relay. In the event of access point switch, the
mobile IP client in the MN initiates a mobile IP registration (solicitation, advertisement, and registration) with the FA on the
new access point. Once the registration is complete, the home
agent at the gateway node will tunnel all traffic for the mobile to
the new foreign agent.
In the event, HA uses only private addresses, the MIP is used
as a domain level micro-mobility method. If HA employs public addresses, then the MN is reachable from the public Internet.
The drawbacks of this solution are: (1) need for a specialized
MIP client software on each relay node and need for FA support on the relay. If the MIP client implements co-located FA
mode, FA support at the relay is optional. (2) Associated management overhead for configuration of HA, FA and HADDR. (3)
Slow handoff latencies unless cross-layer indication and other
fast handoff mechanisms are employed.
MobileNAT based mobility
MobileNAT[18] is a new technique that uses Network Address Translation (NAT) operations and specialized mobility
agents in the signaling path to achieve transparent mobility. It
can be employed to support intra-domain mobility in mesh networks. The key ideas here are illustrated in Figure 5. The gateway node here serves as the Anchor Node (AN) which NATs
all enduser traffic to external Internet hosts (such as cnn.com).
From the perspective of the external hosts all traffic is anchored on the public IP addresses of the gateway (AN) node.
The MN acquires a fixed IP address Av when it first boots
and associates with one of the relays. MobileNAT allows it
to hold this address as it roams across access networks of re-
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Fig. 5. MobileNAT based mobility technique

lays. To understand this, consider a TCP flow to correspondent node (CN) cnn.com. The relay node NATs the traffic with
(SA = Av , DA = CN N, SP = x) to (SA = Ap1 , DA =
CN N, SP = y1 ) using a rule (Ap1 7→ Av , x 7→ y1 ) and tunnels to AN using (SA = Ap1 , DA = AN ) tunnel header. The
AN NATs this further to (SA = AN, DA = CN N, SP = z)
with a rule (Ap1 7→ AN, y1 7→ z). When the MN moves to
a new relay node with external IP address Ap2 , the mapping
at AN is changed (Ap2 7→ AN, y2 7→ z) and a new mapping
(Ap1 7→ Av , x 7→ y2 ) at the relay. The change of mapping rules
at the relay and AN are signaling path operations are carried out
by mobility agent software running at the AN and relays. This
software also detects arrival new “visiting” nodes at the relay
by performing IP-level packet filtering of packets with missing
NAT rules. Note that the scheme has several advantages: (1) no
client side software is required. (2) The scheme is agnostic to
routing protocol in the relay network. (3) The access networks
of relays can be managed as separate subnets or as part of a
large subnet. (4) Addresses visible in the relay network are that
of the externally visible Api addresses of the relays. None of the
Av addresses of the MNs are visible, keeping the routing tables
quite compact.
Simple DHCP based mobility
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networks of relay nodes. Much like MobileNAT scheme above,
it allows client to acquire a dynamic IP address and maintain
that address as it moves across multiple relays. Also, it relies
on a mobility manager (MM) at the gateway nodes and a mobility agent (MA) on the relays. The MA in the relays monitor
changes in the layer-2 802.11 associations to detect new visiting mobile endpoints and propagate routes for the corresponding IP address in the AODV based relay network. If the MN
has an address x, for the traffic destined cnn.com, the packets
(SA = x, DA = CN N ) tunneled to the gateway with a tunnel
header (SA = x, DA = GW ). The reverse traffic to x does
not need to be tunneled and carries (SA = cnn.com, DA = x).
Whenever, AODV route request are launched for x, the most recent relay with x, responds with a router reply. The artifact of
this is that the forwarding entry for address x appear in AODV
routing tables at the relay nodes. The MAs in different relays
in the mesh can allow proactive updates amongst themselves on
detection or loss of MNs to help make AODV state update fast.
This can help handoff performance and also, help track mobility
of the enduser across multiple relays in the network.
One important issue that affects the performance of this technique is how well host operating system on the MN reacts to
switching between two access points in the mesh network. If the
ESSID for access clouds on all relays is identical, the host OS
only requires completion of layer-2 association with new AP;
it does not require an additional DHCP request and response
to configure its interface IP address. As a result the handoff is
much faster. On the other hand, if each relay access ESSID is
different, in absence of any out-of-band or pre-configured information, the OS may assume the worst and restart DHCP transactions. Even though same IP address may be returned, if the
protocol stack associated with the interface is always brought
down during this process to account for the worst case of obtaining a different IP address, all flows are broken. Therefore,
we would recommend keeping the ESSID the same for all access points in one mesh network. The only easy alternative is
to use a mobile IP client, which masks of such disconnects by
design. A proof-of-concept implementation of our scheme has
been completed.
There are two main drawbacks of this schemes: (1) It relies
on the proactive discovery of new location of an MN via route
discovery mechanism of AODV and as such is tied to the relay
routing protocol. (2) The routing table size in the relay network
increases linearly with the number of mobile nodes. In presence
of large number of mobile nodes, the route discovery and table
size can prove to be a prohibitive penalty.

Relay Mobility
agent
AP
802.11b

Fig. 6. Simple DHCP based technique

Figure 6 illustrates a simpler mobility scheme which relies on
DHCP, AODV and monitoring of layer-2 events in the access

VII. P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION
Our protototype implementation of MeshCluster nodes employs a small form factor single-board computer with 2 PCMCIA slots, one micro-PCI slot and built in 100 Mbps ethernet
interface.[6]. As such, the relay nodes in our prototype can
have upto three 802.11 interface cards, whereas gateway nodes
can have one wireline and three wireless interfaces. The PCMCIA interfaces on the gateway node can be populated using
Sierra Wireless/Airprime[5] 1XRTT or EV-DO wide-area wireless cards. The MeshCluster software runs Linux 2.4 and kernel and implements a broad set of functionalities in the form of

b) IOTA Gateway

Fig. 7. MeshCluster node

modules, such as AODV-ST relay module based on the NIST
AODV kernel implementation, an enhanced 802.11 hostap access point, IP services modules (QoS, DHCP, NAT, Dynamic
Firewall), Security and Accounting (RADIUS server/client),
web services (web portal, caching, web-based configuration),
and mobility support (Mobile IP, and MobileNAT variant).
We also used a mobility client software that manages multiple network interfaces to support automated interface selection and seamless mobility handoff using MobileIP. The mobility client, developed as a part of our research on 802.11 and 3G
integration, includes a complete Mobile-IP stack that supports
per-subnet FA [50] and co-located FA [50] modes and performs
most of the mobility management[17]. Current version of mobility client does not integrate the new mobility technique described in Section VI.
VIII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
This section presents results from our evaluation of the MeshCluster architecture. We first present our goals and the evaluation methodology.
A. Goals and Evaluation Methodology
Our goal is to evaluate the individual components of the architecture such as the mesh auto-configuration scheme, the routing
solution, the load balancing scheme, and the mobility management schemes. Due to space constraints, we omit results from
our evaluation of the load balancing scheme. We plan to present
those results in a forthcoming paper.
For the auto-configuration scheme, we are interested in analyzing the time it takes for all devices in the mesh network to
join the network. We vary the number of interfering networks in
the vicinity of the mesh to study the impact of such networks on
the time taken for auto-configuration to complete. We rely on a
simulation-based evaluation because it allows us to easily control the number of interfering devices in our analysis. Achieving
this objective in a testbed environment is challenging. We utilize
the Qualnet simulator for this evaluation.
To gauge the performance improvements with the MeshCluster routing solution, we compare AODV-ST against AODV in
terms of end-to-end TCP throughput on the UCSB Meshnet [8],
a twenty-five node wireless multi-hop testbed deployed in a fivefloored office building on the campus of UC Santa Barbara. We

utilize twenty of them that are deployed on the first four floors
in our comparision. Figure 8 shows a map of the floors and
the location of the testbed devices on the various floors. The
testbed devices are of two types. The ones indicated by squares
in the figure are small form-factor desktop computers running
Linux 2.4.27. Each of these computers is equipped with a EnGenius 2511-CD IEEE 802.11b radio. The ones indicated by
circles are Linksys WRT54G wireless routers, each equipped
with a Broadcom IEEE 802.11b/g radio. They are installed with
the OpenWRT Linux distribution and utilize Linux 2.4.20 as the
kernel.
Finally, we evaluate the mobility management schemes by
utilizing a smaller testbed consisting of four nodes in a line
topology A - B - C - D. Nodes A, B, C, and D, are IBM Thinkpad
T21 laptops running Linux 2.4.27. Nodes A and B are equipped
with a single radio whereas C and D are equipped with two radios each. A is designated as the gateway, B as a relay, and C and
D as access relays. All the radios used in this setup are EnGenius
2511-CD IEEE 802.11b radios. Our goal for this evaluation is to
compare the two mobility management schemes in terms of the
delay associated in handing off from one access relay to another.
B. Results
Auto-Configuration Scheme: Our simulation environment
is a network topology consisting of 30 mesh relays randomly
distributed in a terrain of 1000x1000m. All relays are equipped
with a single IEEE 802.11a radio. At the start of a simulation,
each relay randomly picks a channel to operate on. One of the
relay devices is designated as a gateway. The gateway initiates
periodic advertisements every second to indicate its presence.
An advertisement is embedded in a AODV Hello message and
is propagated hop-by-hop throughout the network as Hello messages are exchanged between relays that have joined the mesh
network. We implemented a layer 2 beaconing mechanism that
a relay uses to issue periodic link-layer frames (every 100 msec)
that contain the ESSID (name) of the network it has joined. This
link-layer frame resembles IEEE management frames that are
exchanged between stations that are part of a IEEE 802.11 ad
hoc network. At the start of the simulation, only the gateway
is assigned an ESSID. A relay listens for 200 milliseconds on
each supported channel (12 in all in our simulation) in order
to receive ESSID advertisements. It then joins each discovered
network for a period of three seconds to listen to gateway advertisements. If a relay receives gateway advertisements on a
particular ESSID, it attempts to register with the gateway. If
the registration is successful, the relay is a part of the mesh network. The relay then propagates the gateway advertisements to
its neighbors using AODV Hello messages.
Using the above described simulation setup, we measured the
time taken for all the relays to join the mesh network in presence
of varying degress of interference. We introduced interference
by varying the number of devices external to the mesh network
from zero to fifty in increments of ten. Each interfering device at
the start of a simulation randomly selects a channel and ESSID
name to operate on.
Figure 9 represents the time (on Y axis) taken by the thirty
devices (on X axis) to join the mesh network. In the absence of
interfering devices, the mesh relays join the network within 20

Fig. 8. Map of twenty nodes that are part of the UCSB Meshnet.The squares indicate small form-factor desktop devices equipped with wireless radios. The circles
indicate Linksys WRT54G wireless routers. The number next to a device indicates the floor of the building the device is on. The gateway is marked with G.
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Fig. 10. Performance comparision of AODV against AODV-ST. All radios are
configured to transmit at 200mW.

Fig. 9. Bootstrap time with varying interference

seconds of startup. A breakup of the join time is as follows. The
relays that are immediate neighbors of the gateway take 2400
milliseconds (12 channels * 200 milliseconds per channel) to
scan all channels for ESSIDS. Since there are no interfering networks, they discover the only ESSID that is advertised by the
gateway. The relays then join the discovered ESSID for upto
three seconds in order to listen to gateway advertisements. After receiving the advertisements, they join the mesh network.
With increasing distance from the gateway, the mesh join time
increases. This is because relays close to the gateway do not forward gateway advertisements until they join the mesh network.
As the number of interfering devices increases, we see that the
join time also increases. This is because the relays can join the
network advertised by the interfering devices before discovering the mesh network. Note, however, that the time taken to join
the network does not increase by a significant amount. For instance, even with fifty interfering devices in the vicinity of the
mesh network, more than 80% of all nodes join the network under one minute, and all devices join the network within one and
half minutes of bootup. Our results indicate that the MeshCluster auto-configuration scheme can reduce network management
overhead during mesh deployment because of its capability to
quickly bootstrap a mesh network without manual intervention.

AODV-ST Routing Performance In our comparision of
AODV-ST against AODV, we set all radios on the Meshnet to
use auto-rate feedback [30] and set the number of link-layer retransmissions to eight. We designated the node indicated by the
solid square in figure 8 to be the gateway. We set the route cache
timeout value for AODV-ST to AODV’s default timeout value of
three seconds. We conducted two sets of experiments by varying the transmission power of radios in the MeshNet. We varied
the transmission power to gauge its impact on routing performance. In the first set of experiments, all nodes were configured
to transmit at 200mW. In the second set, the nodes were configured to transmit at 100mW. For an experiment set, all nodes
except the gateway send thirty seconds worth of TCP traffic to
the gateway one at a time with a gap of five seconds between
each transfer. The five second delay allows for any state in the
route cache from the previous transfer to be timed out. The collection of thirty second transfers is performed in succession for
AODV and AODV-ST. This arrangement ensures that the results
obtained using the two routing protocols are comparable, since
the TCP transfers are run within a few minutes of each other. Finally, we repeat the set of transfers three times for each routing
protocol to average out any variance in measurements.
Figure 10 shows results from our comparision for the first set
of experiments. The X and Y axes indicate throughput in Kbps
attained with AODV and AODV-ST respectively. The average
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Fig. 11. Performance comparision of AODV against AODV-ST. All radios are
configured to transmit at 100mW.

throughput of the good paths comprising of only one hop on the
meshnet is greater than 4000 Kbps. AODV-ST offers no performance improvement over AODV because both protocols choose
the one hop path for the data transfer. Five such data points are
not depicted in the graph in order to improve the clarity of the
graph in the lower throughput ranges. From the figure, it is clear
that AODV-ST offers significant throughput improvements over
AODV. Note the region of the graph near zero on the X axis.
Several data points in this region indicate that AODV-ST offers
greater than 250 Kbps throughput, where as with AODV the attained throughput is less than 70 Kbps. This is because AODV
uses the shortest hop count metric which typically selects paths
comprised of long, low-bandwidth links; AODV-ST on the other
hand utilizes the ETT metric which takes into acccount link reliability and link bandwidth during path selection, which results
in AODV-ST selecting a least-delay path. The ETT metric, however, can result in AODV-ST selecting higher hop-count paths
than paths selected using the shortest hop-count metric as with
AODV. We verified that this is true for the data points in the figure. In a majority of the cases, the hop-count with AODV-ST is
one more than with AODV; for the data points close to zero on
the X axis, the hop-count with AODV-ST is often two more than
with AODV.
Figure 11 shows results from our comparision with the radio
transmit power set to 100mW. Again we omit five data points
with throughput above 4000 Kbps to improve the clarify of the
figure. AODV-ST results in improved performance over AODV.
However, the performance improvements are not as significant
as in the above case. This is because of the effect transmit
power has on the neighbor connectivity of the meshnet nodes.
Because of the reduced transmit power, the neighbor connectivity is sparser than in the 200mW case. As a result, the number
of candidate paths available from a source to a destination is
smaller and is of higher hop-count. As a result, there is a higher
likelihood that AODV and AODV-ST choose paths that overlap
with each other. We validated this to be the case by comparing the paths selected using AODV and AODV-ST and found an
increase in path overlap. We believe that the increased overlap
results in comparable throughputs with the two protocols.
Evaluation of Mobility Schemes: We implemented both mobile IP based mobility and DHCP based mobility. As discussed

Fig. 13. Simple-IP Latency

in Section VI, we deployed a foreign agent in each of the access
nodes, and a home agent in the gateway node. In the case of
simple IP based mobility, we implemented a mobility agent in
the access nodes. This agent gets indication from layer-2 that
a new node has joined. Figure 12 shows the switching delay
for mobile IP based scheme, and Figure 13 shows the delay for
DHCP based mobility.
In mobile IP based mobility, the client resumed its network
connection in 760ms, and in simple IP mobility, the client resumed its network connection in the new network in 5.2 seconds. The individual components of latency are as shown in
Figure 12 and Figure 13. As seen in the figure, the layer-2 association is accomplished in less than 200ms, however, the layer-3
attachment takes much longer.
Although we expected better latency in simple IP based
scheme, we did not observe this in practice. This is due to
the specific way Windows DHCP client handles a new attach.
In Windows, the client restarts the entire DHCP process if the
wireless network card changes point of attachment. As a result, the Windows client starts off a DHCP DISCOVER, OFFER, REQUEST, ACK sequence. We can attempt to cut down
the delay between DISCOVER and OFFER, however, the delay
between OFFER and REQUEST is internal to Windows. If it
could change the process, and simply verify that it is attached to
the same IP subnet and maintain the connections, it would enable a simple seamless mobility with low latency. We intend to
explore these options for improving DHCP based mobility, especially since it does not require an added client in the enduser
device.

IX. R ELATED W ORK
There exists a lot of related work that is in some way concerned with wireless mesh networks. While it is not possible
to summarize all the proposals because of space constraints, we
present a representative sample below.
Considerable research has addressed the problem of routing
in wireless multi-hop networks [20], [26], [29], [44]. Earlier works focused on wireless ad hoc networks where energy
limitation and mobility are major constraints. These proposals utilize the shortest hop count metric as the path selection
metric. This metric has been shown to result in poor network
throughput because it favors long, low-bandwidth links over
short, high-bandwidth links [22], [34]. More recent proposals
aim to improve routing performance by utilizing route selection
metrics [21], [23], [24].
Wireless multi-hop networks suffer from serious capacity
degradation due to the half-duplex nature of the wireless
medium [27]. Several proposals aim to alleviate this capacity
problem by revamping the MAC layer to support the intelligent
selection of a wireless channel during packet transmission [15],
[28], [39], [49]. Other proposals aim to improve the capacity by equipping relays with multiple radios [24], [45], [47],
[51]. Some wireless mesh hardware vendors also offer multiradio mesh routers that utilize proprietary channel assignment
schemes [1], [3], [7].
Little work has focused on developing system architectures
for wireless mesh networks. Bicket et. al. evaluate the MIT
Roofnet architecture [16] and find that their Cambridge Roofnet
deployment can provide users of the network with usable performance despite lack of careful planning in deployment. The
MeshCluster architecture is similar in spirit to the MIT Roofnet
architecture. The key distinguishing aspect between the two architectures is that the Roofnet architecture is specifically targeted for community networks where relays are expected to be
static and end-user mobility is minimal; the MeshCluster architecture is also well-suited for deployments where relays and
end-users are mobile. Examples of such deployments include
transient networks deployed for search-and-rescue and military
operations.
There have been a number of testbed multi-hop wireless network deployments [4], [8], [24], [48]. A majority of such deployments are intended for conducting research on multi-hop
wireless networks. There is also a growing deployment of commercial wireless mesh networks around the world. Such deployments support last-mile broadband connectivity, emergency
services, and remote monitoring applications. Some of the hardware vendors that offer deployment services include Tropos
Networks, Strix Systems, and Firetide Inc.

and systems that can fulfill the promise of this new techno logy.
The MeshCluster architecture described in this paper is our attempt at fulfilling this gap.
We identified the following critical challenges that must be
addressed for mesh networking to rea ch its full potential: (1)
mesh network auto-configuration, (2) high-throughput packet
routing, ( 3) mesh network load balancing, and (4) a mobility
management framework that can ensure seamless user mobility
in the mesh network. We described in detail the design, implementation, and evaluat ion of components of the MeshCluster
architecture that address these challenges.
As future work, we are investigating the use of multiple radios to improve the capacity of the MeshCluster architecture.
Currently, we are implementing an interference-aware channel
assignment s cheme that takes into account interference from colocated wireless networks during channel assig nment. We are
also developing a routing solution that is optimized for multiradio, multi-channel wireless mesh networks. Our initial analysis indicates that reactive routing protocols such as AODV and
DSR may suffer from control packet flooding problems in a
multi-radio, multi-channel network because of the multitude of
paths that are available in such networks. We are also integrating mesh network management and monitoring utilities such as
DAMON [46] into the MeshCluster architecture to assist in the
management and monitoring of wireless mesh networks. Our
goal is to offer the MeshCluster architecture for download to the
research community so that it can leverage this architecture for
research and development purposes.
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